
9 SITE TO WRITE ARTICLES FOR MONEY

Sites where you only have a shot at earning $50 writing on spec, or based on traffic or ad IncomeDiary pays $$ for
articles about making money online.

Essentially, they are looking for submissions that include personable and relatable content that is also
informative. Keep reading for some words of warning about these people. They want spellings, dollars and
language to be Canadian as well. Check out our post about visa free countries to find places with more relaxed
laws so that you can easily enter and stay for an extended period of time. The list has hundreds of publications
for you to explore, and not only shows you which publications are accepting submissions, but tells you how
much they pay per word. You can also attempt to get a feature article here. There is no investment required.
They are looking for tips and tutorials, guides to locations of interest, showcases for inspiration, and
interesting travel interviews. Expatics serves U. They want stories from the roads of America and they accept
submissions from all types of writers. They want original writing, photography and videography that
showcases fun adventures, unique cultures and amazing experiences on the road with emphasis on rented
campervans and motorhomes, though any road trip will be considered. Put your work up a chapter at a time,
the way Andy Weir serialized The Martian on his blog. The site aims to inform and inspire its readers about
destinations around the world. Get paid to blog about anything! Just Parents is a UK-based site that focuses on
pregnancy and parenting. In fact, there are many blogs and online magazines that pay you for stories and
articles instantly. Transitions abroad is a travel website all about teaching people how to move to a new
country. They are always looking for Feature ideas, as well as Destination stories for their On Location
department. The Toast pays for essays. They want to provide tips for female travellers to show them how to
make the most of their overseas experiences.


